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In the aftermath of a plague which brought civilization to its knees and left most of the world&apos;s

female population sterile, the few women who remain fertile have become a precious commodity.

They live in relative comfort, but upon reaching adulthood they must bear children to carry on the

species.Twenty-four-year-old Rowan knows the role she will be expected to play, but when she

dares to resist her fate the penalty is severe. After a public chastisement, and a thorough medical

exam, Rowan is given to a savage from outside the community--a huge brute of a man named

Silas.Against all expectations, Rowan finds herself drawn to Silas. Brave and ruggedly handsome,

he is everything the men she has known before were not, and despite the circumstances something

deep inside her begs for him to claim her. But while she soon finds herself longing to be his forever,

Rowan knows that one day those who gave her to him will try to take her back. When that day

comes will Silas fight to keep her at his side even if it means risking everything he loves?
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I have to start out by saying I never give Breeder books a chance. Ever. The snippets I've read in

the past were harsh and cold and the women seemed to show no emotion but when Natasha Knight



shared her excerpt during the Sci Spanks hop something strange happened. I HAD to know about

Rowan. Why was she being punished so harshly? How could she stand to be publically humiliated?

What made her tick? Who was this girl?Rowan is one of the few women who are able to make

babies to carry on existence but is treated worse than a slave. Her only responsibility once she

comes of age is to get pregnant and deliver more breeders. Don't think on the heart wrenching

trauma of having your baby ripped out of your arms in eight weeks because breeders don't have

feelings. They are not real. They don't have emotions. At least that is what this world is taught.Enter

Silas. Gruff. Mean. HUGE. (And after a while kind of sweet but shhhh! You have to scratch that top

layer of grime off the top to see the polish below) I admit I played the, do I like you this chapter

game with him but he won me over. Yes, he confused Rowan for most of the book but we find out

it's because he is very conflicted about his sense of duty to protect his village versus his need to

protect Rowan as his. Once you start to see his motivations you side with him even more unless you

can't get past his exterior and a few harsh punishments. One of my favorite scenes (aside from the

waterfall - brilliant!) is in the very beginning when you see him wrestling in his mind with how Rowan

is being examined and treated with the stories and information he has been told about breeders.

This is the start of it all. He locks his eyes on hers and knows there is more to her.
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